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Single children like single spoons
shine in the fortress of your milk
dish. The devil is in those pills,
the 60 mg laid upon
your bare chest.
Sneak to me.
Fill my room with your chattering. I’m not here—
I’m in the kitchen stroking
our blue curtains to their slumber.

What inspired the poem?
Most of my poetry is pulled from my personal life. This poem was inspired by compulsion, family, isolation, and the relationships with daily objects and spaces around me.
What was the hardest part about writing it? What was the easiest?
Strangely enough the title of this poem came easily, which is usually
never the case for me. I think the hardest part was recognizing that it was
completed quickly and that I didn’t need to keep reworking it just because
I assume that revision should be part of my process all of the time (it doesn't
need to be).
Is this poem categorical of your work? Why or why not?
In a few ways it is a very clear reflection of my writing. I do write a lot
of poems that lend themselves to ungrounded imagery, and this subject
matter is one I have explored a lot in my poems. But then I also write completely different things, like long sestinas, or poems about Hart Crane.
What is your favorite line from the poem or the line you are most
proud of?
Here is my favorite line and the meat of what I was trying to write all
along: “I’m not here—/I’m in the kitchen stroking/our blue curtains to
their slumber.”
Is there anything unique about your personal writing process?
My writing process varies so drastically from poem to poem and also
depending on the season. I’m so transformed and seemingly controlled by
the weather. Some poems are finished in one sitting while others go through
multiple rewrites and edits and still don’t make the cut. This poem was one
that didn’t require too much editing or drafting. I had it inside of me, it
came out, and then it was finished. I go through phases of writing nonstop
and then not writing at all. It is hard for me to write during the summer

months, probably because I’m too distracted by lakes and cute dogs and
the sun. I live in Portland, OR so it rains the rest of the year.
Who are some of your favorite poets?
Mary Jo Bang, Cynthia Cruz, Robert Creeley, Anne Carson, and Lyn
Hejinian.
How long have you been writing poetry? Do you work in any other
artistic mediums?
Since I was a child! I’ve always been drawn to language, both reading
and writing. I had my own makeshift library in my bedroom that I would
beg my parents and sister to come to, but I didn’t actually want them to
borrow any of my precious books, so the concept of a library didn’t go too
far. I also am a printmaker, I make copper etchings and etchings on Plexiglas. I also make collages occasionally.
How would you personally define poetry?
Poetry to me can be an expression that holds a special type of magic.
That magic has the ability to recreate feelings or experiences. I think of
writing poetry as similar to my paying hide and seek as a kid; I hid for a long
time and no one could find me, and at first I was excited by how good of a
hiding spot I found, but then anxiety would slowly take over because I felt
it had taken too long for the others to locate me. I write poetry as a way to
hide from the world, but also as a way to be found.
Based on your personal experience, what advice would you give to
other writers?
Keep writing, even when it’s hard, even in the summer, or the winter or
whatever season of your life it may be hard for you to write in. Even if what
you write today is just a word. A scribble. Just keep remembering you are a
writer. Also, it’s okay to own and accept who you are as writer. And the
sooner you are not afraid of the work you are producing and what it means
the sooner you will be free of the constraints of “what would it mean if I
let this into the world”. Find people you can share your writing with, and
exchange feedback with them. If you feel you are meant to write, or even
in you just love it, then I hope you will continue.

Why doesn’t tabernacle rhyme with barnacle
and why has Alex Trebek stooped to hawking life
insurance to the elderly? Five giants take
my vital signs. Even masked they’re pretty
cute so why hadn’t I primped a little before I called
nine-one-one on myself! Oh, God,
I am so embarrassed.
And you can’t be turned down due to age!
exclaims four a.m. Alex from the t.v.
Temperature over a hundred four
I hear one of the giants say to another
as if I had conked out
or something,
but I’ve just gone for a leisurely swim
in the aquarium of my lungsswimming with the fisheslike gangsters say after a body’s been dumped
in the river. My fish are washed out green
and look at me quizzically with the huge headlamp
eyes that are stuck in the middle of their foreheads.
Only seven eighty-five per unit,
Colonial Penn Alex yells after me,
but I’m on my way down, a minnow

(no stanza break)

in a crab nebula bouillabaisse of stars,
barnacles, fins. I stroke the silvery scales,
merging and being submerged, happy
in my blinking domain without sound.

What inspired the poem?
This poem was written about an experience. I was home alone and very
sick a few days after Christmas. I don't remember where my husband was—
driving a relative home or something. In the very late hours of the night I
felt so sick I called 911. Half a dozen men came out and took my temperature, which was 104, but they did not seem terribly concerned. They offered
to take me to the hospital, but I declined. I was embarrassed. I guess I felt
slightly better after, until about two nights later. I work up feeling very sick
again and told my husband I thought I should go to the emergency
room. So we went, even though he didn't think I looked that sick. I had a
very serious case of pneumonia and was in the hospital for five days. He is
now traumatized by the experience—had thought once we got there that I
might die.
I juxtaposed that experience with seeing the Alex Trabek commercials
on t.v. I thought he must make plenty of money from the game show so
he wouldn't have to do commercials. The commercial where he sells insurance has always seemed a bit demeaning. I don't remember if I actually saw
the commercial on the night I called 911 or not.
I never actually lost consciousness, although that is implied in the poem.
Is there anything unique about your personal writing process?
I spend a huge amount of time working on poems—months, even years
sometimes. I may have the basic poem written in a few days or few weeks,
but may keep making small changes for a long time. I think some new poets
think all they have to do is write down a few thoughts and the result is
brilliant enough. I also read and re-read the best poets constantly. Since I
rarely get a good idea for a new poem, I try and make the ones I've written
as good as possible.
Who are some of your favorite poets?

My favorite poets are George Bilgere, John Brehm, Tony Hoagland,
Stephen Dunn, and Robert Hass, who are all brilliant and entertaining as
well. I think poems should be interesting and entertaining in some way, not
necessarily obscure or extremely difficult (or even too easy). I would like
my poems to appeal to non-poets as well as to other poets. I guess this
might be called 'a middle way'.

watch me get sad & drown a poodle
in the dishpan hands on hips kitchen
sink growing lichen ingrown hairs on
your stubble chin pluck a turkey for
supper & I’ll casserole a tv dinner
jello confection out of thin air––did
you remember to take out the trash all
of the cockroach carcasses left on our
two-pronged pillowcase? my mouse
mouth is tired of tasting exoskeleton
at night I try so hard to allow for
hardness so I don’t even need lube
I’m always ready for basting darling
show me one non-circuitous thought
& I’ll show you a good time

What was the hardest part about writing it? What was the easiest?
I had the hardest time formatting this poem! It went through so many
configurations before it finally turned out to be a prose poem. We're both
much happier for the change. The easiest part was the images; they all just
seemed to be there, waiting for me.
Is this poem categorical of your work? Why or why not?
Yes? Right now, anyway. But I mean, it's always in flux, right? My work
didn't sound like this last year—and hopefully this is a good thing. I am
certainly keeping my fingers crossed.
Based on your personal experience, what advice would you give to
other writers?
Give yourself permission to write a few (or several, or many) bad poems. It's the only way that I know of to get to the pretty good ones.
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What inspired the poem?
I am working on a book that includes an exploration of the nevertalked-about suicide of my father’s sister, for whom I am named. I was born
seven months after she died at age nineteen. My first home was the house
in which she killed herself and my first bedroom had been her bedroom up
until the day she died. My aunt, her death, and our shared name have been
poetic obsessions of mine.
What was the hardest part about writing it? What was the easiest?
I don’t know about hard or easy. I wrote another poem called “Sleeping
in a Dead Girl’s Room,” and I couldn’t stop thinking about the energy of
that room and the placement of objects and people in it. I am a devotee of
Rachel Zucker’s podcast, Commonplace: Conversations with Poets (and Other
People) and shortly after I wrote the first poem, I was listening to
her conversation with Kristin Prevallet, who wrote Trance Poetics:
Your Writing Mind. I knew right away that Prevallet’s techniques
could help me unlock the old knowledge that I held but could not
access, and I found a guided prompt on her website. This poem is the
result of automatic writing in a trance state.
What is your favorite line from the poem or the line you are most
proud of?
The lines in this poem are short. The last line is one word, “patina.”
What I discovered as the form emerged from the words the trance produced is that the poem can be read as at least three distinct poems. Maybe
more. In addition to a typical reading of it, left to right, I like to read down
the first column as one poem and the second column as another. I love
that about this poem.
Who are some of your favorite poets?
Like most poets, I have many favorites. These are the ones I am keeping

close to me now as I work on my book: Kwame Dawes, Fanny Howe, Marie Howe, Maggie Nelson, Alice Notley, Claudia Rankine, Anne Sexton,
Ocean Vuong, and Rachel Zucker. New books by Javier Zamora (Unaccompanied) and Molly McCully Brown (The Virginia State Colony for Epileptics
and Feebleminded) are also inspiring me.
Based on your personal experience, what advice would you give to
other writers?
Because I didn’t go to school for creative writing, it’s been good for me
to hook up with other writers either in some kind of writing community,
workshop, or in a few one-to-one relationships where we talk shop and
look at each other’s work. For me it’s important to write a lot, to write free,
write messy, and not let my inner critic bog me down. I am now a big fan
of trance poetics, so I would definitely encourage other writers to try that
out.
Where can readers find more of your work
In addition to having been published in a previous issue of Driftwood
Press, my work has been published in Aperion Review, Sonic Boom, Gargoyle,
LUMINA Online, The Centrifugal Eye, Poesia, & Airplane Reading.

Smoke gathers on the shutters
splicing my view of fallen wreaths
and snow, the patched and mottled pigeons.
To see this
you’d have to know
the ache—a valley
all birds must cross.
Minds grown stranger to themselves
hear voices through a keyhole, a leak
in the cloud systems. A brother’s
boot sole
kissed the curb
and left me there,
gleaming—that night
I found the gold
lining under his black jacket.

The other side of the sky was darker than imagined—
“you’re not gonna say all those things” you were thinking
yesterday—belly a dense berry
a drop
congealed in the soil our shoes track
and subtract. You set out
for the far side of matter, found shreds
some morning
ten years ago, a gesture in the doorway shadow.
Three moons
in shifting phases flare,
then fade.
An oyster sits in the doorway
swallowing his own pearls
(one blooms full and red)
"I knew this would happen—"
Glass doors in the middle
of nowhere, no bus ticket

snowfall on leafy elms
belly falling—
"what is this place?

What inspired the poems?
“The Way Beyond” is about going through a time of depression, and a
man I met as a patient in the hospital who helped me through it. The first
half of “Thorn” is about a troubled relationship, and the second half (beginning with “three moons”) is from dream imagery.
What is your favorite line from these poems or the line you are most
proud of?
“the ache—a valley // all birds must cross,” “hear voices through a
keyhole, a leak / in the cloud systems,” and the opening four lines of
“Thorn”.
Is there anything unique about your personal writing process?
I take a lot of imagery from dreams. Also, some poems have a long
revision process, combining lines from several years past with new lines.
Who are some of your favorite poets?
Currently, Emily Wilson, Joanna Klink, Pablo Neruda, and Christopher
Okigbo.
How long have you been writing poetry? Do you work in any other
artistic mediums?
My first poems began about fifteen years ago. I also do a bit of crafting,
collage, and painting.
Where can readers find more of your work?
Burningword #69, Columbia Poetry Review #26, Euphony Journal (Spring
2014 print, June and July 2014 online), and Haiku Journal #50 and #52.

How brutal you seemed after Annie died.
You killed a partridge just to cut off its foot
and mail to your friend, proving, you said,
how seeds are transported between forests.
And when I couldn’t sleep you got a honeycomb
from your study, Look, you said as you slid
it into my hand, only one who is dull
can examine such an exquisite structure
without enthusiasm. Look, Emma,
how beautifully adapted it is to its end.

What inspired the poem?
For the past few years, I’ve been working on a book-length collection
of poems based on Charles Darwin’s writings. The project started in graduate school. One night I couldn’t sleep. My mother had given me a nice
single-volume edition of four of Charles Darwin’s books, beginning with
The Voyage of the Beagle. I started reading because I thought it would help me
sleep, but instead, I stayed up most of the night, enchanted with his writing.
On the first page of The Voyage of the Beagle I still remember the sentence
that pulled me all the way in; he writes about visiting the Cape de Verd
archipelago for the first time: “The scene, as beheld through the hazy atmosphere of this climate, is one of great interest; if, indeed, a person, fresh
from the sea, and who has just walked, for the first time, in a grove of
cocoa-nut trees, can be a judge of anything but his own happiness.”
As the project progressed, my focus shifted to Charles’s wife Emma and
their family life. Emma was deeply religious and her relationship with
Charles and his work is fascinating to me. “After Annie Died” is a poem
centered on the death of their daughter Anne Elizabeth “Annie” Darwin.
Annie died of scarlet fever at the age of ten.
What was the hardest part about writing it? What was the easiest?
It was hardest, I think, figuring out from which perspective to write the
poem. I have poems from various perspectives in my manuscript—Charles,
Emma, their children, the photographer Oscar Rejlander whom Charles
worked with to complete Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals. I’ve
even written some poems from the perspective of the animals Charles encountered. But I decided I needed Emma’s voice in this poem. After Annie’s death, I wanted to look at Charles's reaction to grief from Emma’s
perspective. She had her faith to turn to, but he turned to his work.
Was there anything in your original conception that did not make it
in?

Most of my first drafts of poems are much longer, often prosaic. I usually don’t save the various drafts of a poem, so while I’m sure this poem
has been carved down, I’m not quite sure what it contained before. Often,
pieces I cut might become parts of or the start of other poems as well.
Is this poem categorical of your work? Why or why not?
This poem is a part of a collection, but I see connections between my
earlier poems and these poems. As a child, I would spend hours outside,
collecting things in our backyard—feathers, rocks, eggshells, and insects.
Many of my poems focus on this collecting. When I read Charles's autobiography, I related so much to his reminiscences of collecting insects, particularly beetles, and plants as a child. The process of collecting—what we
learn from collecting, be it the concrete collecting of objects or the figurative collecting of experiences in memory, and how we inevitably lose what
we have found and kept, these ideas are present in most of my poems.
What is your favorite line from the poem or the line you are most
proud of?
The phrase in the last line of my poem “beautifully adapted to its end”
comes directly from The Origin of Species. I wanted to use that line to apply
to Annie’s death in a way. My favorite line, though unassuming, is “And
when I couldn’t sleep you got a honeycomb.” I imagined Darwin giving
Emma the honeycomb in bed to show her its order, the order of nature and
science that helped him in his grief and brought him his acclaim, and I
wanted to consider how cold that might have seemed to her. I wanted her
perspective because the perspectives of so many women in the lives of famous men are often ignored.
Is there anything unique about your personal writing process?
The longer I’ve been writing, I try to be more open to any ideas that
come to me for poems. When I was just starting to write, I’d often dismiss
the impulse to write certain poems I saw as ridiculous or to start projects
that were only vague conceptions. But now I try to honor any moments of
inspiration I am lucky enough to come across and to follow these ideas,
even seemingly silly ones, as far as a can. And, almost paradoxically, my
process of editing a poem is very selective and precise and sometimes
lengthy and painful.
Who are some of your favorite poets?
This is a difficult question. We have people in our lives who we are

closest to at certain moments for different reasons and people who we drift
away from as we change, and then maybe there are the people and poems
which are always there? Maybe these are my favorites? I love Elizabeth
Bishop for her carefulness; I heard a story about her in graduate school
about a poem pinned on her wall for years as she waited for that one final
last word. And then there is the poet Beth Gylys, who taught me about
Bishop and whose poems still teach me. I’ve taught Natasha Trethewey for
several semesters, and she taught and teaches me and my students about
restoring erased history, about the ways writing can create agency. And
there’s David Bottoms, my professor as an undergraduate and as a graduate
student. He told me, though he might not even remember now that one
class so many years ago, that I should be a poet and that being a poet is to
be a witness and that it’s important. His poetry and his classes are the reason
I chose to go to graduate school for poetry, to make poetry the focus of my
life. That means so much to me now as an adult and a teacher myself because I see now that it seemingly makes no practical or financial sense to
be a poet, but still I’m so happy that I am, and I want my students to know
that. So, I guess, I have this group of poets and their work that I turn to at
various points in my life. Poets and poems are difficult to get along with.
Sometimes they’re confusing, self-absorbed, oblique, and painful, but
they’re my center, where I turn to understand this world.
How long have you been writing poetry? Do you work in any other
artistic mediums?
My parents read Shel Silverstein’s Where the Sidewalk Ends to me as a
child. We lived on a street where the sidewalk ended at the corner, and I
started writing poetry as a child. I’m currently working on a novel. I’m not
even sure if I’ll finish it. Writing fiction is strange to me and frustrating but
the project I’m working on now felt necessary.
How would you personally define poetry?
I have my creative writing students attempt to define poetry by writing
characteristics of poetry on Post-it notes. We stick all of these on the board,
and then students look for poems that defy each characteristic. When they
find a poem that defies a characteristic, we take down that Post-it. By the
end of class, the board is always empty. The inclusivity that a definition of
poetry requires makes it almost always meaningless, but that’s why I love
poetry.
Based on your personal experience, what advice would you give to

other writers?
I love Rilke’s advice in Letters to a Young Poet: “This most of all: ask yourself in the most silent hour of your night: must I write? Dig into yourself
for a deep answer. And if this answer rings out in assent, if you meet this
solemn question with a strong, simple ‘I must,’ then build your life in accordance with this necessity; your whole life, even into its humblest and
most indifferent hour, must become a sign and witness to this impulse.”
What drew you to Driftwood Press?
I love the beautiful issues that are accessible online and the author interviews. I have my students read these and the author’s work in my classes,
and I’m honored to have one of my poems included in an issue.

I am going to do a painting of a catalogue in which there will be other
catalogues and within them still others, until the unwary art lover is drawn
into the depths of a dark forest where he or she will be eaten by a big, black,
furry animal with sexual overtones.
I am going to do a painting full of terrorists, all kinds of terrorists. They will
be permitted to talk for as long as they want but will find they have nothing
to say. In time they will be pardoned by small children dressed as angels
with wings made of wax paper.
I am going to do a painting in which there is nothing but time passing. This
painting will be difficult to execute and almost unbearable to look at.
I am going to do a painting into which I will disappear, leaving behind only
one gray sock, 40% virgin wool. Why is virgin wool called virgin? Why don’t
I know that and why should I care, since if I did know, I probably wouldn’t
care at all?
I am going to do a painting that birds will want to nest in.
I am going to do a painting of the afternoon, at precisely this hour.
I am going to do a painting of a sky full of falling angels. Their robes will
be like flannel nightgowns and their faces the faces of old men and women
waiting for a bus.
I am going to do a painting of a man in an armchair who has nothing more
to say.
I am going to do a painting of the place in the woods where the squirrels
go to die.

What inspired the poem?
I had written a story describing the making of a short, experimental film,
and perhaps it came from there, from the same idea of approaching one
genre from another. And then of course a painting is a physical object and
thus bound by the rules of the physical world while a poem isn’t. So it’s
possible, in a poem, to talk about a painting that couldn’t exist. And that, it
seems to me, is one of the things poems can do: talk about the impossible.
There is also, of course, William Carlos Williams’ wonderful Pictures from
Brueghel, but that’s another story.
What was the hardest part about writing it? What was the easiest?
Well, I perhaps shouldn’t say this, but I don’t remember the writing as
being very hard, and I think I had fun doing it. But this poem was originally
written quite some time ago, and then, as I tend to do, I would go back from
time to time and fiddle with it a bit. Sometimes, when doing the fiddling, I
would think, this is pretty good stuff. Other times I was not so sure.
Was there anything in your original conception that did not make it
in?
I had sent the poem to a writer friend of mine who commented that he
was not quite sure what it was about. That set me thinking, and I realized
there was one section that was a bit longer than the others and a bit more
ambitious in what it had to say. So I decided to take it out, change it a bit
and let it stand on its own as a poem.
Is there anything unique about your personal writing process?
I don’t know how unique this is, but some time ago I discovered the
pleasure of using a pencil, and since then I can’t imagine making notes or
writing a draft of a poem with a ballpoint—or any other kind of pen for

that matter. Pencils are unpretentious, a good quality for a writer to be reminded of. I have lots of pencils, more than I will ever be able to use. I do
not know if this has influenced my writing, but I would like to think it has.
Who are some of your favorite poets?
William Carlos Williams, Frank O’Hara, Ted Hughes, Anne Carson, Jaime Gil de Biedma, Joan Margarit, José Agustín Goytisolo, Frederick Seidel, Ron Padgett… That’s today. If you ask me in a year or so the
list might be different.
How long have you been writing poetry? Do you work in any other
artistic mediums?
Well, I’ve written crime novels, short stories, a novel for young readers,
and I once wrote a radio play for a German radio station. Most of my work,
though in most cases originally written in English, has been published in
Spanish, in Spain, where I have been living since the 1970s. I’ve only really
been writing poetry seriously, if it’s possible to call it that, for the last few
years, and I started writing in Spanish. Some of the people I used to play
pool with were in a poetry group, and one day I wrote a poem and went
along. I think I only went there once, since writing groups don’t really appeal to me, but then I started working quite hard on a sequence of poems,
also in Spanish, and it was some time after that that I started writing poetry
in English. I had set the poem sequence aside, and then, early this year, I
cut it down from forty-some to just ten pages to fit the guidelines and happened to win a poetry prize, which was, of course, quite encouraging. But
by that time I was writing in English, so that’s what I’ve continued doing. I
have also been working on some plays.
How would you personally define poetry?
Poetry is a peculiar activity. I’m sure many people consider it quaint,
when they consider it at all. Poetry, after all, does not significantly contribute to the Gross National Product. However, occasionally, when I can’t
sleep at night, I will go over a poem I have written, or am in the process of
writing, in my head, and I find that curiously satisfying.
Every now and then I will think of a word I would like to change or a
line or two I might add, and then I will eventually have to get up, find my
slippers, and plod down the hallway to find a pencil and a notebook or a
piece of paper. Sometimes I may meet a cat going in the opposite direction,
who will ignore me. This is pretty much what I know about poetry.

Based on your personal experience, what advice would you give to
other writers?
Patience. And try not to take yourself too seriously. The second part is
difficult, since if you are a writer you probably think you have things to say
that are worth saying, or at least that you are capable of saying things in a
way that will charm the pants off a few people. But it is worth the effort.
Think of those guys (they are inevitably guys) who get upset every year
when they don’t get the Nobel.
Where can readers find more of your work?
Most recently I published a short story in the magazine Your Impossible
Voice (Spring, 2015). My novel Barcelona Skyline, which, in Spanish, won the
“Ciudad de Getafe” Crime Novel Prize in 2011, is available in English as
an eBook from Open Road. This is my first poem to be published in English (the poems in Spanish are scheduled to come out this Fall), for which
I am immensely grateful to the people at Driftwood Press.
What drew you to Driftwood Press?
I liked the website and what the magazine had to say about itself, as well
as the work I read in the issues available online. And, inevitably, the fact
that you are a print journal. I do love seeing my stuff in print on a page.

His tiny mouth searches
for my breast. I whip it out.
He sucks, I scroll all of instagram
gorges itself on purple hair and
microcosms. My own godhole
nearly filled by love
of this suckling babe,
a good man and snake plants
that finally graced me
with saplings. Still memory,
not as gaudy as
god
holes or yearning,
summons the sun
setting over summer baked
concrete and bitter green
of new grass, of too-stiff,
pink hair, of nowhere to go
but around town in hopes
of running into a friend
with a flask or club footed
Eileen, who on good days
gifted poorly crocheted crosses
as the sun squatted over
“Truck Stuck Bridge”,
under which, everyone met
without setting a time,
just followed our gut.
My god

even boredom was bright
and bubbling like the big red
pimple-ridden sun,
slouching lower and lower
over that damned bridge,
under which, drivers,
accordioned their trucks
in one godzillian shriek
and we, summoned by sound
like our own secret signal,
gawked and lauded
the holy aluminum
instrument, mistaking
misfortune for a little bit
of magic
Or god,
Or love, which was still
a destination, the best part.
And hair, the pinker,
the stiffer, the bigger
the better
god
your hair
is so very nice,
but so pin straight,
so mouse brown.

What inspired the poem?
I wrote this poem in the first few weeks of my son’s life, when sleep
was thin and my biggest role was to be a source of milk for this tiny creature
that needed everything from me. As a new mother, you give up your identity for a while to take care of your child, and I was scared that I would
never get “myself” back. I was driving home one evening. It was early still,
but I was ready to fall asleep (as was my new normal) when I saw a line of
teenagers waiting to get into a show at a local venue. It must’ve been a punk
show because they all had purple or green mohawks, studded vests, and the
whole getup. A crushing wave of nostalgia mixed with a bit of fear overwhelmed me then. I lamented my own studded vest, pink mohawk days
and wondered if I would ever again experience the same kind of freedom
of self-expression that I did as a teen. More than a lament, this poem is a
question of whether this life that I chose for myself—child, husband, stable
home, the life that we are taught to embrace and that I tried to escape for
so many years—is really the life for me. I’m still not sure, but I’m enjoying
it more and more with each day, adding a bit of neon to the beige of the
quotidian.
Is there anything in the original conception that didn’t make it in?
The original poem dealt less with god and godholes and more with reminiscing and longing. God somehow always manages to find her/his way
into my poems, probably because I make it a point to question the idea of
god in my work and life. And yet, he persists, haunting most of my stanzas.
It really is true that when you write, you often discover exactly what is at
the center of your brain/thinking even when you don’t mean to.

Is this poem categorical of your work? Why or why not?
This poem is representative of my work because it deals with yearning
in some sense and a lot of my work approaches that subject. Poems like
these are fun and natural to me because I feel like I’ve lived in nostalgia
since I could talk. I was one of those first graders who reminisced about
the good old days in kindergarten. However, as of late, I’ve been writing a
lot more to my feminist sensibilities, a place in my writing where I am constantly uncomfortable, which means it’s exactly where I should be.
How long have you been writing poetry? Do you work in other artistic
mediums?
I’ve been writing poetry for five years, seriously. I also draw and paint
and craft and start a million projects that I usually don’t finish. Poetry is the
only form of artistic expression that I feel compelled to complete.
Based on your personal experience, what advice would you give other
writers?
The only advice that I can give other writers is just to write and keep
writing, and when you think you can’t do anymore, write a few more lines.
Usually, that’s when the good stuff begins to pour out.
Where can readers find more of your work?
My work can be found in Lunch Ticket, Naugatuck River Review, and The
New Engagement.
What drew you to Driftwood Press?
I was interested in Driftwood Press because of the poems, man. I related
to a lot of the work that you publish. There is an ease and a stylistic quality
to the poems that appeal to my sensibilities. I feel like the work you publish
is visceral, unusual, and quirky and that’s exactly the kind of home I want
for my poems.

The Willow is the first illustration
in the picture book of the brain; not
the frontal lobe, or the dancehall
of the Cerebellum, but the Willow,
weakest of all trees, tree least likely,
the original pushover. Soon as you flip
the cover, before the title and legalese,
it’s there on the flyleaf, leafed out, trunk
black in shadow. No credit is given
to the artist. If we knew why, it might
at least answer one question about
the ego. Instead there’s a very long bio
for the editor. The print gets smaller
as you go until it disappears above
the next illustration: ‘Woodcut of a yurt
in the Gobi Desert.’ Two red flags hang
on either side of the door, which is
ornately cut and ajar. You can’t see
inside, there’s just some crosshatching
to suggest clutter. The poor artist
probably had no idea what belonged
in a Mongol home. After this there are
three diagrams of the Frontal, Parietal,
and Temporal lobes but they’re dull,
uncolored, more like charts than pictures.
Following these, however, is a beautiful
fold-out panorama of the Occipital region,
complete with ice-age animals gathered
around a mountain stream: giant sloths,
mammoths, and a saber tooth cat, all
drinking together or snarling at us.

(no stanza break)

The sun is shining on the slopes
behind them, as if to say, It’s alright
if you didn’t love your parents, you were
never properly introduced. The final
image in the picture book of the brain
is a portrait of cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin
in 1963, the famous one where the hero
appears to be looking straight ahead but
his eyes are fixed just above the lens,
as if his attention is in the sky, in orbit,
where he belongs. He’s not like us.
We’re heavy. We still think gravity is
something other than the world’s fear
of itself. After that it’s just pages of words.
The last is “recover.” Then nothing.
Then nothing. Then the Willow.

What inspired the poem?
Well, honestly, it started with hearing someone say ‘awesome’ in response to something quite ordinary. Don’t get me wrong, I have a habit of
saying it too, usually upon finding chocolate in the cupboard. But on this
occasion, I was struck again by society’s capacity for awe, how it has (or
seems to have) changed, how we can be truly awestruck by something then
quickly change the subject. When I think of the brain and what we’ve
learned so far of its ‘size,’ its cognitive breadth, my attention falters. I have
a sense of needing to steady myself, as when I look at stars on a clear night,
or at the open sea. I need help. I need a picture book to explain it. I need a
juice box and a nap.
Was there anything in your original conception that did not make it
in?
I’m sure there was! I know there was a whole stanza I discarded, but at
the time, I had so appalled myself that I didn’t save it anywhere. I just tore
it up. That happens a lot.
Is this poem categorical of your work? Why or why not?
I don’t know. I’m not being coy, I honestly don’t know. As much as I
try to work outside my sense of safety, to recognize where I’ve been before
and look elsewhere for language, I must accept that I will never know what
my work looks like. I shouldn’t even try to imagine it. As my mother says,
“Never look for yourself in the art. Look instead for the art in yourself.”
Is there anything unique about your personal writing process?
It is perhaps unique that I manage to write at all. I’ve always wanted a
routine, a set time of day when I could summon the discipline to write.
Hasn’t happened yet. I write whenever my head gets quiet enough. I write
on coffee tables, on phones, on armrests in waiting rooms. I’d say it has to

change, but I’ve never known anything else. Maybe an office and schedule
would ruin me.
Who are some of your favorite poets?
I won’t declare favorites. Everyone has something to teach me. But I
can tell you who’s on the bedside table just now: Kaveh Akbar, Franny
Choi, Clint Smith, Safia Elhillo, Andrea Gibson, John Keats, Nicolás Guillén, and Brigit Pegeen Kelly (actually, she is a favorite—beloved and
missed).
How long have you been writing poetry? Do you work in any other
artistic mediums?
I’ve been writing poetry in earnest for about twenty-five years. I also
draw and paint. I take lots of pictures. I make things. I also sing very poorly.
How would you personally define poetry?
I’m less inclined to every day. Today, this minute, I would define it the
same way I would define painting. Indeed, if you Google “definition of
painting,” the result is more satisfying than the one for “definition of poetry.” Likewise, the results for “definition of cloud seeding” are pretty
good.
Based on your personal experience, what advice would you give to
other writers?
Make lots and lots and lots of mistakes and make them publicly. Forget
what you look like, forget what your art may inadvertently say about you.
Just write. Do not wait until you are ‘qualified.’ No one has ever been qualified. The credentials don’t exist. Your worst writing will always lie ahead
of you, no matter your accomplishments or distinctions, no matter your
skill. Rise to meet it and keep writing.
Where can readers find more of your work?
I have four books of poetry currently available; three from Red Hen Press
and one from Write Bloody Publishing. There’s also a lot of work online available through my website (www.brendanconstantine.com).
What drew you to Driftwood Press?
My mother, poet Julianna McCarthy, is a fan of Driftwood Press and encouraged me to check it out. I’m so glad I did!

Dear Esther,
Coitus is the process of reproduction.
A mutual exchange.
the way stars die core contracting
heating expanding
outer layer
falling inward
releasing
waves of energy
formulating interstellar clouds
the
inevitability

of
gravity
will
always

defeat
you

the way your people made you
bathing you in oils
fingers dripping with myrrh.
your time belonged to spaces of marble pillars
vessels of gold
Tebeth
he breaths your name as
you lay in the bed of dead queens
Vashti forgotten under the weight of the same belonging

your people cry for you
weeping
wailing
mourning ashes
crowned possession yarash
you were pure before the kneel
the unscathed sheep
laying upon the stone
surrendering to the weight of solid hands
now you are unmoved
your body tamed
wild relinquished as trees meet your earth
your bones hold cities
your ribs bend into canopies
they carve stories into your skin
forcing ink into flesh
your people fill you
spilling out of your mouth
into the rivers that map your frame
soon you will be desolate
soon you will be barren
a gravitational collapse
cold
black dwarf

When did you write the poem?
I started writing this poem a year ago. After my B.A. I had more free
time to work on my creative writing.
What inspired the poem? Are any of its themes inspired by your own
life?
I was thinking about writing ‘Black Dwarf’ for a year. I know that seems
like a long time, but this was my first poem. What inspired this poem was
my upbringing in church and how the book of Esther (which I based this
poem on) was represented to me. In church, I remember reading this chapter and Esther always being presented as this strong woman of God who
saved her people. I always had trouble with this; when I read this chapter I
saw a woman being used, someone who had to lie in bed with a king that
killed his wife because she was property. I had conflicting thoughts on the
book of Esther because Esther seem to me like someone who was helpless
and had to give so much of herself to save people who only saw her body
as an offering. I have always been interested in the tension between religion
and science, so I decided to develop a poem that illustrated these two conflicting ideologies.
What was the hardest part of writing the poem? What was the easiest?
The hardest part of this poem was creating the perception. I would toss
this poem back and forth between my friends to see what their views were
and get their feedback. I had to add more and cut lines out but ultimately
their feedback really helped. The easiest part was the research, growing up
with institutionalized religion, and having the love of learning; I found details I wanted to use, saved them, and constructed the poem from there.
Is there anything unique about your personal writing process?

Not in particular, I think I write my best when I am in very structured
places. Which is probably weird but there are times at work where I think
of something and I write it down. It usually has me ending my day with
pockets full of sticky notes. I started having the problem of washing my
clothes and finding paper stuck to the inside of the washer. To solve this, I
now bring a small note book and carry it around everywhere I go.
Who are some of your favorite authors?
Nayyirah Waheed, Toni Morrison, Maya Angelou, James Baldwin, and
Ernest Hemingway.
How long have you been writing poetry?
I just started taking writing poetry seriously this year. I usually write
short fiction (though currently a novel), but I have trouble finishing. So
recently I decided to pick up poetry.
What drew you to Driftwood Press?
I was drawn to Driftwood Press because it’s a journal that’s well-respected
in Tampa.
Is there anything else you would like to tell us about your work in
particular?
Well, I’ve been accepted into the University of Oregon in the English
Ph.D. program. I will be busy, but I am hoping to still work on my creative
writing for future publications.

You wake in the gray pre-dawn from the same dream; shivering, confused by the anonymous tin walls of a rented trailer, the thin cot, the sour
scent of your own body. Where moments before you’d been with Lydia on
the frozen river, holding her thin hand—the sky blue, the sun bright, her
eyes trusting—you now pull yourself up, alone, and go to the sink, to the
mirror under the bare bulb. You splash cold water on your face, lather-up,
and scritch along the loose folds of your neck and cheeks with a stropped
single-edge. Gray scruff falls into the sink. You comb the stiff mustache
bristles into a neat line above your lip, rinse and dry the razor, and fold it
away for later.
You rearrange the face in the mirror, crinkle the eyes, practice a smile,
thinking of the woman yesterday who’d served you the egg salad sandwich
at the Rexall counter. Stocky and middle-aged. Stained apron and netted,
graying hair. She was all nervous motion, her black eyes looking for the
devil. You said your name was Helman, asked hers, but she hustled off with
her coffee pot, looking away when you stood and laid down two quarters
for a tip. “Thank you, Miss Martina,” you’d said, most genteel, remembering from her name tag. Now, as you soap your neck and your pale chest,
you wonder if she thinks about you, if she remembers the thin, polite man
in the dark suit who’d left her fifty cents and asked her name.
You button up a pinstriped shirt and shoulder into suspenders, then pull
on your suit coat, angle your fedora, and step out of the rented trailer. The
sun is still stuck in the trees and the air tastes of night, of mud and decaying
leaves. Past the low willows, the rain-fattened river you’ve followed from
the Flint Hills flexes against its banks. With your handkerchief you erase
highway dust from the windshield of the snazzy Pontiac Starchief—parked
discreetly out of sight—thinking you can enjoy it a few more days before
the guy in Topeka has any prayer of tracking you down.

The car scrapes on the rutted path out to the river road, but then you’re
on the highway, gliding along the shifting shores and sandbars of the Kaw,
the Starchief swaying like a cradle, V-8 grumbling; the sad oboe of some
Bach cantata drifts out of the radio, and you hum the familiar melody.
Across the river you see the West Bottoms and the skeletal remains of the
Kansas City stockyards, recognize it from the pictures of the 1951 flood,
four years ago, when the confluence of rivers had crested over the pens,
sweeping away the livestock, and you’d often imagined the squeals of the
pigs, the familial mooing of the steers and calves, everything helpless in the
roiling currents. You think of Lydia, and the others.
You turn from the river and rattle across train tracks, past cinderblock
warehouses and rusting silos, then up a sharp hill where the road plateaus
into a cross-hatching of shaded lanes and avenues, neat cottages where worried mothers with their little babies are locked up safe behind picket fences,
guarded by helicopter seeds spinning down from a phalanx of maples. Look
both ways. Don’t talk to strangers. Parents who kiss their children every morning, then inexplicably launch them into a strange world like paper boats on
a river.
Ahead, three girls in plaid school uniforms carry their books along the
side of the road, no idea about your Pontiac slowing behind them. One says
something and they all laugh. You pull to the curb and roll a cigarette, then
watch through the blue smoke as they skip through an iron gate into a
schoolyard, where a church steeple stands guard with its talisman cross.
You track one girl through a throng of roughhousing school kids, watch as
she climbs the jungle gym, hooks her legs on the top bar and hangs, her
plaid skirt falling about her, her white thighs disappearing into modest undershorts. The laughter from the playground is hard and brittle; you think
of the first cracking sound of thunder, of river ice shifting above black water.
You toss the cigarette and ease the car onto the boulevard, leaving the
school in the rearview. Ahead on Minnesota Avenue the shops and department stores are just waking. Buses groan past, dragging trails of soot, and
suited men march like windup toys down the sidewalks. You park in front
of the Ace Hardware, where a man in coveralls and a white painter’s hat

unlocks the door.
“What can I do you for?” He looks like the character on the sign. “We
probably got it.”
“I’m looking for an egg beater, one of those kind with the crank and
gears.”
“Back by the skillets, I’ll show you.”
You wave him off and find your own way back to a display of mechanical egg beaters. You pick one up, turn the handle, and stare like a kid at
how the blades rotate, how you push one way and yet it spins in an entirely
different direction. Next to it is a box of whisks and you pick one out, pay
for both items, and leave with them before the man can look up from making change.
At the Rexall you sit at the far end of the counter, your scuffed leather
valise on the stool next to you. Miss Martina is working, as expected, and
when you ask for the same egg-salad sandwich and glass of milk there’s a
flinch of recognition, but she says nothing and clips the order to the circular
tree, then heaves along the counter, pouring coffee, juggling plates. Once,
she turns from her customers and pulls a string of beads half out of her
pocket, then closes her eyes, mutters, crosses herself. You look at her face,
more careworn than aged, and wonder what the worry in her lookingaround eyes is for. She’s not so much stout as full-figured, and you imagine
reaching for her fleshy arms, her neck, her soft cheeks, feeling her warm
presence when morning breaks your heart.
She takes your empty glass and plate and leans forward with the check,
smelling of sweat and smoke, and drugstore perfume.
“You strike me as being a modern woman,” you say, before she can turn
away. “But one who might know her way around a kitchen.”
She squints her heavy eyes. “I’m no more modern today than I was yesterday.”
“Truth is I’d like to ask you a favor.”
“You can come here every morning and pay for an egg sandwich, and
I’d consider that favor enough.”
“A man might take that two ways,” you say.
“A man might take things any number of ways, which he might have to

account for later on,” she says, sounding like a scold, but there’s a little
dance going on in her eyes.
“So is there a Mister?” You let the question hang, but she only taps her
pencil against the order pad.
“Marevic,” she says finally, lets out a scratchy, baritone laugh and shakes
her head. “There is a Mister Marevic, or so he thinks, but he’s a long ways
off.” Her smile dims and you feel the contagion of an unspoken loss.
“Well, Mrs. Marevic, here’s what I wanted to show you,” you say, opening your valise as if it were a sample case and producing the geared eggbeater and whisk.
She frowns. “If you’re just trying to sell me—”
“No, no, no. Fact is, I run a hardware store across the viaduct. ‘Helman’s,’ maybe you heard of it.” You hand her the geared contraption. “My
vendor’s been nagging me to stock this new thing, and I hoped you might
help with my decision.”
She cranks the beater and her crooked smile returns. “You’re not much
of a hardware man if you don’t know this thing’s been around a long time
already.”
“For certain I’m not much of a kitchen man, if you’ll allow me that, and
I’m grateful for the enlightenment.” You stand and again lay down fifty
cents, along with the two items. “You might as well keep both of these as
my thanks. I can’t sell used stock, and am in fact mystified as to their purpose.” You stretch your lips into what you hope is a smile and turn to the
cashier.
“Mr. Helman,” she calls after you and writes something in a matchbook.
“I cook dinner for my grown boys every Sunday. It’s a big table, and sometimes people drop by.”
That night nobody looks up when you walk into Rudy’s. You’re upriver,
somewhere between Bonner Springs and ten miles of cornfield, one of a
thin scatter of people at wood tables or the dimpled bar, everything shadows and neon. You take a corner booth and ask the pony-tailed teenager
for a well-done steak and a Dr. Pepper.
“Ice?” she asks, and pops her gum. She smells like cotton candy.

“Long as it’s cold.” As she walks away her pleated red skirt flips back
and forth, and you force yourself to look elsewhere.
There’s Negro music on the jukebox, and while you eat, two young girls
in letter sweaters shimmy against each other on the patch of dance floor,
eye to eye like lovers, but only practicing. A flood of sweetness itches your
gums, like the too-sugary frosting on a cake, which drains into you to where
you only want to reach down and scratch the inside of your skeleton. You
loosen your tie and sip from the Dr. Pepper, but it’s ruined now, tasting of
syrup and molasses, the meat turned to leather in your mouth.
You drop five dollars and escape to the nearly empty parking lot, a
moonless stretch of gravel between the roadhouse and the bare sycamores
lining the river. You can hear the water riffling in the shallows as you pull
your thin coat tight against an early threat of winter. A branch snaps, then
a splash; a muskrat maybe, or a wild pig. You think of Lydia, that day on
the iced river, the two of you barely teenagers, nothing anywhere but each
other; then the sharp crack and the flinch in her eyes before she dropped
from your hand into the sweep of black water; how you ran slipping over
the ice, looking for an opening, imagining her sliding downstream, her eyes
pleading, her fingers grasping without purchase beneath the hard, slick surface.
You retreat to the shelter of the Starchief, where with shaky hands you
assemble a crude roll-up, place it unlit between your lips, then attend to
your fingernails with your pocketknife, its pearl handle soothing against
your palm. The muffled beat thumping through the roadhouse walls swells
as light spills from the back door, where one of the dancing girls emerges
with the ponytailed waitress; the darkness closes behind them and you hear
murmuring chatter and prickly laughter, their cigarettes courting each other
like fireflies. They stamp out their smokes and move toward a small pickup
truck, and by the dome light you see dancing-girl hug the waitress and climb
into the driver’s seat. The truck spits gravel out of the lot, leaving her friend
behind in the dark, and you decide she might appreciate the generosity of a
ride in your car.
You turn the key and the Pontiac rumbles awake, the flood waters rising.
The girl startles and shields her eyes from the headlights with one hand as

you roll across the gravel towards her, turning as she moves, holding her in
the glare. Then she stops and leans forward as if to peer beneath the beams,
does she know you? and you stop as well. You kill the lights, knowing she’ll be
blinded for a moment, and with the motor still running you reach for the
door handle.

When did you write "An Early Hint of Winter"?
Looking at my files I see that I drafted the story a little over two years
ago, and count twenty-two revisions before I sent it to you. An earlier version was part of my MFA thesis.
Did you have a difficult time deciding the title of your work? Were
there any other titles you were considering?
It was originally titled “Give Us This Day,” but after editing off the last
third of the story that title no longer made sense.
What inspired "An Early Hint of Winter"? Are any of its themes inspired by your own life?
In 1958, I was five years old and walked to kindergarten with the little
girl across the street, almost a mile, which would be unheard of now. I have
a vague memory of somebody offering us a ride one morning, which we
refused. It still feels creepy when I think about it.
What was the hardest part of writing "An Early Hint of Winter"?
Probably giving the sense that this sexual predator was vulnerable and
human, without excusing his actions.
Which part of “An Early Hint of Winter" was conceived of first?
This is the third in a set of linked stories. I wrote it to bring to life a
mysterious character from the previous story, who had shown up out of
nowhere at Martina’s Sunday dinner table. I asked myself, “Who is this
guy?” and went from there. To say any more would be a spoiler.
What's your favorite sentence in this work? Why?
Well, maybe this one: “You think of Lydia, that day on the iced river,
the two of you barely teenagers, nothing anywhere but each other; then the

sharp crack and the flinch in her eyes before she dropped from your hand
into the sweep of black water; how you ran slipping over the ice, looking
for an opening, imagining her sliding downstream, her eyes pleading, her
fingers grasping without purchase beneath the hard, slick surface.”
I like the way the rhythm and tempo of the language flow, like the action
of the scene and river itself, leading to an inevitable and horrifying conclusion. Who was it who said “The sound should echo the sense”? Also, this
sentence is the distillation of what was previously two paragraphs of back
story. That’s always a win.
Most writers avoid second person like the plague. Talk to us about
your decision to write this work in second person, and why you think
it works.
I first wrote the story in third person and it seemed very humdrum. So
I rewrote it in first person to make it more immediate, but it sounded pedestrian and genre-like. So I wrote it again in second person and it was like
touching the third rail, where the reader becomes complicit in the action.
One early reader angrily protested that he would not accept the “accusatory
voice,” so I knew I was onto something.
When we first read “An Early Threat of Winter” it was nearly double
the length, but we strongly recommended cutting the work down (despite our love for your beautifully crafted sentences). Share with our
readers a little bit about those deleted scenes and why you ultimately
decided to cut them.
I’m a very nose-to-the-ground writer, trying to stay close to the character, the concrete details, everything in the body, and often not thinking
enough about the big picture. As a music composer, I’d often just noodle
along and somebody would say, “There, that,” identifying a quality I might
not be aware of. With this story the editors thought that the last third really
wasn’t up to standard of prose of the first part. So we went back and forth
a few times, and I tried to rewrite it to make it richer or more compelling,
but it was increasingly apparent that the story had already been told up to
that point and all I was doing was muffling the resonance that rings out
when “you reach for the door handle.” So, goodbye my darlings! Now instead of resolving things, the reader is hopefully left like Wile E. Coyote,
just off the cliff and about to look down. The hardest thing was figuring
out how to take the Lydia backstory, which I had placed at the end, and
thread it into the part of the story I kept.
James also suggested line edits and grammar corrections that tightened

the prose even further than I thought possible. I’ve worked with other editors where I’ve had to hold my ground as they try to push a story to a place
I didn’t intend, but with James (and presumably his other editors) I felt like
he understood the story and provided just the right comments to make it
shine more brightly.
Your sentences are loaded with stunning imagery and a lyric rhythm.
On average, how long does it take for you to write a single sentence?
Talk to us about the care and patience needed to craft such honed
sentences.
Well thank you for that. I’m very improvisatory in my writing and try to
not give too much conscious thought to the drafting process. Somebody
once told me that your unconscious is smarter than you are, which I’ve
found to be true in my case, so I let it fly and try to get on a roll, and usually
surprise myself with some gems the first round, or at least some sentences
that I can highlight or keep in mind as being the “voice of the story,” then
go back and bring the other sentences up to that level. I had an instructor,
David Long, whose mantra for revision was “quicker, smarter, voicier.” It’s
amazing how much generic, passive, expository language appears in a draft,
just to get you through to the end. It’s in the process of replacing the default
language, a word or phrase at a time, insisting on every sentence being vivid
and meaningful, that the story comes alive. I’m pretty obsessive about this.
So if you ask how long a sentence takes, I guess the answer is, anywhere
between five seconds and two years.
You mentioned this work was part of a collection of linked stories.
Could you tell us a bit about that collection?
I was born in 1953 and lived my early years in the Croatian section of
Kansas City, Kansas, where my immigrant grandfather had a butcher shop
that was the local hang for the neighborhood. We were a large, clannish
family of immigrants and first/second generation Croatians, and I’m always
reaching back in my memory to try to reimagine those times, which in my
mind have so much more texture and vitality than the white, suburban upbringing to which I was eventually subjected. So I’m working on a novelin-stories based on this cultural milieu, spanning the twentieth century and
told with different POVs and voices. The stylistic permutations are extreme, more like Jennifer Egan’s A Visit From the Gond Squad than, say, the
classic paradigms like Olive Kitteridge or Winesburg, Ohio. “An Early Hint of
Winter” is the third in the series.

Is there anything unique about your personal writing process?
I’m not fussy. I can write anytime and anywhere. I have a solid work
ethic, which I think is nine-tenths of the game. From long years in the music
business I learned that if you wait around for inspiration you’ll never get
anything done.
Do you primarily write fiction?
I write mostly short stories and flash fiction, and the occasional personal
narrative essay, but have also had some poetry and political satires published.
What other mediums have influenced your work? How?
I’ve been a musician and songwriter for many years. All of the skills I’ve
acquired doing that port over perfectly to the writing process. I write “by
ear” just as I play, and people tell me my prose has a musicality to it.
Quote a piece of writing advice that guides your process.
Strunk’s Law: “Vigorous writing is concise.”
Quote a piece of writing advice you actively disregard in your process.
I think writing advice needs to be turned into skills through practice,
and then employed to one’s own devious ends. Take the idea that you need
to maintain a consistent POV, stay in your character’s perspective, not pop
around into different heads, and so forth. I think the real message is you
have to understand POV and know how to control it. But after that, who
knows? I’m sending around a story now that begins in omniscient present
tense, then shifts to first person plural, past tense, out of which a singleperson narrator pops up from time to time. These were instinctive choices
that ended up being fun and enlivening, at least so I think.
It's been said that every story has one moment (or line) that is so vital
to the heart of the story that if it were removed the whole story would
implode. What, in this story, is that moment?
Maybe the final paragraph, because until that moment you really don’t
know about this guy. In a short story it can be dangerous to fire all your big
guns in the last line, instead going for something simple or innocuous that
allows an earlier evanescence to ring through, but this story is more of a
steady crescendo that builds to a moving reveal.

Do you think of yourself as belonging to any particular tradition? If
so, who are your masters and who are your contemporaries?
I don’t identify with any tradition, and would hope that my writing, at
its best, is just some weird version of me. Reading is important to the writing process, but I don’t always read something in the style in which I’m
writing. For instance, I’m reading Moby-Dick now, while I’m revising a story
about a Boston cab driver getting mugged, and as I write I find the language
starting to elevate and metaphors about the sea and a higher Fate are elbowing their way in. An interesting conflation. As to “An Early Hint of
Winter,” I can’t think of any reference, it seems to be its own strange thing.
In fact, it kind of freaked me out when I wrote it, maybe because I couldn’t
find another story that says, “It’s okay to do this.” I’ve learned to cherish
that feeling.
As to overall influences, I love the sentencemanship of Nabokov, David
Foster Wallace, Anthony Doerr, the hyper intelligence of Borges and Bellow, short stories by Steven Millhauser, George Saunders, Stuart Dybek,
and especially Lucia Berlin, whose A Manual for Cleaning Women, by virtue
of its clean, unaffected prose, helped me shake some of the needless detritus out of my own work. I can’t give an exhaustive list. I recently was blown
away by The North Water, by Ian McGuire—a dark, violent, brilliant seafaring story set in the North Atlantic.
Where can readers find more of your work? Have you been published
before?
I’ve had fiction published in The Wising Up Press, Sediment Literary-Arts
Journal, Flash Fiction Magazine, Star 82 Review, Medusa’s Laugh Press, Switchback,
and have written several satirical pieces for The Big Smoke America. You can
read a few of them online at Switchback or The Big Smoke’s website.
What are you working on now?
In addition to my linked set of Croatian stories I’m also working up a
collection of lighthearted dystopian stories about death and planetary annihilation. I also have dozens of stories and pieces of flash in various states
of revision that I regularly revisit, and every once in a while one pops off
the assembly line and I send it out.
What drew you to Driftwood Press?
It was a while ago, but I remember reading some stories and liking them,
and being impressed by the editorial interest the press takes in its writers.
It’s how I envision the publisher/writer relationship should work.

Ever own a Pontiac Starchief?
We have a home movie of me at age five washing my dad’s Pontiac in
the late 1950s. I doubt it was a Starchief, but it was a bulky piece of Detroit
iron typical of the times.

I was on a state route driving south in a Midwestern state, driving a car I
had rented at the airport.
Do you remember when people used to show up at the airport without a
reservation and buy tickets for cash? I remember that from the movie The
French Connection.
All stories are about relationships.
In The French Connection, Sal Boca, the fledgling drug kingpin and owner of
Sal & Angie’s newsstand and snack shop, bought a ticket at Kennedy Airport in New York, a ticket for Washington, DC, where he was going to
meet Charnier, the wealthy French drug supplier. After he bought his ticket
and walked away, the FBI agent following him went to the ticket counter
and bought a ticket on the same flight.
I read the book The French Connection to my older son when he was in utero.
The book is far inferior to the movie, but beautiful in its own way, the prose
comically stilted.
At the ticket counter, I scanned the flights departing and chose a Midwestern city, a city I had never been to, but that I suspected was surrounded by
rural roads and small towns.
Kansas City, Missouri.
I like stories in which a person is alone. I recognize that in such stories
another person inevitably emerges. I accept that inevitability. But at that
point, I’m only waiting for that second person to leave.
I used to believe that road novels and road movies were about solitude, but
I now believe that they are about relationships.

South of Kansas City, the sky looked like the world’s largest shoehorn.
In all but the hilliest cities, one has relatively little sense of flatness or not
flatness. Rather, there is pushing forward, feeling as though one is walking
through knee-deep water, through a denseness of detail. The beautiful impediment of a big city.
Here, I felt flatness. No matter how fast I drove, I was swallowed in the
sweep of fields and the shoehorn of the sky. Surely it would take hours to
reach that billboard in the distance.
Years ago, my wife and I drove through downtown Ottumwa, Iowa. We
were on our way somewhere, somewhere that seemed important, somewhere we wanted to reach. This was years ago. But even now the tears are
poised to stream hotly down my cheeks as I think about the beauty of Ottumwa, Iowa. It felt like a shelter, a place I could live happily alone forever,
a perfect home. But my wife and I did not stop.
Approaching the billboard, I read, “Home of Chicken Annie’s.” I saw, in
washed-out rusty red, a large crowing rooster. Emerging from the beak
were words that I couldn’t read as speed now pulled me forward like a water-skier. But the word “home” stayed with me as I drove.
In downtown Frontenac, Kansas, a parade was beginning. I stood in front
of a hardware store as the bright blue banner with the name of a high school
approached, held by two girls, marching, followed immediately by boys and
girls playing brass instruments, a few woodwinds, a few drums. Perhaps ten
rows of students, if that, followed by an antique car with a sign on its side.
I was as aware of the space around the parade as I was of the parade itself.
I felt as though I were watching the scene from fifty feet in the air, seeing
the parade but also the sand-colored space that extended beyond, making
the parade seem strangely small, and as though it were a procession through
a ghost town or a movie set.
More people were marching in the parade than watching it.
A novel that I have read many times features two characters—one rather
like Sherlock Holmes and one rather like Doctor Watson. They have been
together for many years, we are told; their habits are enmeshed. Although

each has highly distinct outward characteristics—for example, one is fat and
one is fit—their similarities are more powerful than their differences. One
evening, the character in the Doctor Watson role returns home to find the
door open and the character in the Sherlock Holmes role gone. A note from
the Sherlock Holmes character says: “Do not look for me.” Months pass.
The Watson character adjusts to this new life, slowly giving up hope that
his friend will reappear. With impressive rapidity, the Watson character develops new habits, habits all his own. He experiences professional success.
He spends time with friends. He plans a vacation to Norway.
The parade ended quickly. The few who had been watching resumed the
progress of their day. My view returned to street level, and I began to walk.
Downtown had only two blocks of businesses. I stopped in a small drugstore with a lunch counter and bought a pen and pocket-sized notebook.
Outside, I began to write the names of the businesses I passed. I wrote
quickly, using a kind of shorthand that consists of nearly abstract scribbles.
The bright sun occasionally interfered with my reading of signs, but made
the white paper look fiercely white. Nonetheless, I wanted the sun to be
even more intense.
I returned to the drug store. “You’re getting to be a regular,” said the man
at the cash register. I sat at the counter, and the man circled around to take
my order. He poured coffee from a Mister Coffee into a white paper cup. I
asked him for directions to Chicken Annie’s.
Then, of course, the Sherlock Holmes-like character returns. He has lost
weight. He has grown a beard. He disguises his voice. He has a different
name. To his friend, he reveals his identity, and the two shake hands. Together, they plan the steps they must now take.
Chicken Annie’s, the man behind the counter explained, was in a large
ranch-style house, a home converted into a restaurant, redwood, with an Aframe section in the center and a large picture window. In front was a large
white sign. “When you pass Chicken Mary’s, you will know that you’re
close,” he said. “Chicken Mary’s has a large yellow sign.”
One evening, I imagined myself driving in the country. I imagined moving
to a small town. I watched a video on YouTube of a drive on a state road
in Kansas. I remembered driving through Ottumwa, Iowa, where a writer I
liked, whose stories often took place in small Midwestern cities, had settled

after retiring from teaching. It was as if he had retired into one of his stories.
I have to admit it: I was glad that the Sherlock Holmes-like character returned and for the sense of home that it created.
In children’s stories, my favorite scene is when the boy who has escaped
from the kidnappers knocks on the door of a small home on the outskirts
of town. The door is opened by an older woman. At first, she is taken aback
by the boy’s disheveled appearance and begins to close the door. But something about the earnestness of his expression stops her. He begins to tell
his story. It is outlandish, but she trusts him. She invites him into her home,
invites him to sit, to have milk, sandwiches. But, the boy says, I need to call
the police. No, the woman says, first you need to eat, first you need to rest.

When did you write "Drive"?
I wrote drive a few months ago. After writing, publishing, and teaching
for more than twenty years, I took a break for about twenty years. This is
one of the first batch I’ve written since returning to writing.
Did you have a difficult time deciding the title of your work? Were
there any other titles you were considering?
Among the small and large agreements I’ve made with myself upon returning to writing is to not spend too much time on titles. My son is a
musician, and his albums tend to have songs that are numbered rather than
titled. (Amazon refused to distribute one of his albums unless he created
“real” titles.) So these days I very quickly choose a word or two that are
core to the action. I find that they don’t get in the way of the body of the
story.
What inspired "Drive"? Are any of its themes inspired by your own
life?
As a young boy, I lived in a rather rural area, but was eager to get to
cities, where I have lived since. These days, however, all I want is to drive
through small towns. To me, this story is about that impulse to go to a small
town, any small town.
What was the hardest part of writing "Drive"?
I struggled a bit to place the multiple time periods within such a short
story.
Which part of "Drive" was conceived of first?
I had always wanted to write a story about Chicken Annie’s. In some
small town in Kansas, there actually are two restaurants practically next
door to one another: Chicken Annie’s and Chicken Mary’s. My memory is

that they are owned by sisters who once co-owned one restaurant and then
had a falling out. I always thought that would be fun to write about, but
when I finally did, the idea of the rivalry fell away, and I focused more on
the idea that a place like Chicken Annie’s could convey some feeling of
idyllic home.
What's your favorite sentence in this work? Why?
I’m sure I cut my favorite sentence. I learned long ago, that your favorite
sentence always stands out too much. So out it goes.
Was there anything in your original conception of the story that did
not make it in?
I envisioned a scene of actually entering the restaurant, but it didn’t
seem necessary.
Do you primarily write fiction?
The short answer is yes. The longer answer is similar to Keith Richards’
answer to the question of whether he plays lead or rhythm guitar. He said,
“I just play guitar.” I’m fascinated by the possibility of combining fiction,
nonfiction, poetry, technical writing, opinion, and criticism.
What other mediums have influenced your work? How?
In my fiction, I spend a fair amount of time writing about painting, music, film, and other writing. My book is called Blue Skies, and it talks specifically about the version of that song performed by Tommy Dorsey with
Frank Sinatra singing.
Is there anything unique about your personal writing process?
Not sure if this is unique, but a scene or moment can be in my mind for
years before I find an accompanying scene that complements it in a way
that can help create a story.
Quote a piece of writing advice that guides your process.
William Stafford said, “A writer is not so much someone who has something to say as he is someone who has found a process that will bring about
new things he would not have thought of if he had not started to say them.”
Many stories have a sentence that serves as a kind of linchpin, unlocking a great deal of meaning in a small amount of page-space. For
"Drive," what is that sentence?

My father, who was a painter and filmmaker, once said that every frame
of a good film should make a good photograph and every square inch of a
good painting should make another good painting. From that perspective,
I would hope that any sentence could yield something satisfying.
The story seems give the reader "gaps" or exclusions in which to
speculate. I'd even go so far as to say that it allows the reader to populate the piece with their own experience. Was this intentional or incidental?
I feel as though my stories have two central actions. One takes place
offstage, but can be readily populated by anyone from their own experience
of life’s difficulties. The other action takes place onstage, and that is the
more idiosyncratic, complicated, and confounding lead-in to or response to
the offstage action.
Talk to me about that ending. It's incredibly moving but also rather
inexplicable. Where did it come from? What, to you, does it mean?
The answer to that is very much a mystery to me, but I suspect it has
something to do with being alone—as the narrator is during his travels—
and finally getting to this place where another person welcomes him. The
fact that this person is a stranger seems important, seems very important,
but I am not sure why.
If "Drive" could be set to a song, what song would serve as fitting
subtext to what you're doing here?
Instead of a song, how about a photograph by William Eggleston or a
film by Wim Wenders.
Talk to me about the arrangement of this story, specifically the way
you move through the various arcs. Why is this particular arrangement vital to the story's overall meaning?
Recently, I watched a TV show called “Project Runway Junior,” which
features teenagers in a fashion design competition. The judges asked one of
the teenagers, “Why did you put those different prints together in one outfit?” He answered, “Well, I chose them, and therefore they go together.”
The judges looked annoyed, but I thought it was the right answer. Back to
William Stafford: “A wonderful freedom comes. If something occurs to
me, it is all right to accept it. It has one justification: it occurs to me. No
one else can guide me. I must follow my own weak, wandering, diffident
impulses.”

At times, the story reads more like a poem—jumping between causally unrelated arcs. Have you ever written poetry? Who are some of
your favorite poets?
I have written a bit of poetry, and I guess that I work in a kind of fictionpoetry hybrid. I highly recommend a novel in verse called This Poem Is a
House by Ken Sparling.
What, in your mind, are the differences between vagueness, ambiguity, and abstraction?
This is a great question. It is very hard to answer. I try to avoid having
a strictly personal system of reference or language/images that are not concrete. I work hard to be as specific as I can. What is less apparent, I recognize, is how the specifics cohere. In my case, “non-narrative” may be more
accurate than “abstract,” but I think “ambiguity” is apt.
When a writer writes ambiguous stories or poems, should they have
a concrete explanation to help inform their writing? How much of
“Drive” was in your mind but didn’t feel right on the page?
To your first question: exactly! To your second question: In the case of
this story, the act of writing was the act of figuring out what was in my
mind.
Is “Drive” reminiscent of a specific event in your life?
Interestingly enough, it preceded some events. After writing the story, I
began a car trip through small towns in Illinois, Louisiana, and Mississippi.
Do you think of yourself as belonging to any particular tradition? If
so, who are your masters and who are your contemporaries?
A contemporary writer I feel a kinship toward is Ken Sparling. The masters for me are Peter Handke and Jerry Bumpus.
All Driftwood fiction goes through several rounds of comprehensive
line-edits. We believe in polishing our fiction to its utmost potential.
Could you talk a bit about the process of working through revisions
with Driftwood Press?
I am extremely impressed—stunned, really—with the level of thoughtfulness and care.
Where can readers find more of your work? Have you been published
before?

My short book Blue Skies is available through online services. Before my
twenty-year break, I had work in places like Indiana Review and Colorado Review, and my recent work is in Inklette, Callosum Magazine, 49th Parallel, and
Foliate Oak Literary Magazine.
What are you working on now?
I am putting together photograph-like impressions from my recent travels.
What drew you to Driftwood Press?
I loved your use of the Updike quote, “Creativity is merely a plus name
for regular activity.”

What is your creative process?
When an idea flutters up, I snag it in a sketch or in a few words on scrap
paper. Sometimes the idea is hinged to readings, a conversation, something
in the news, or even another artist’s work. Before I work up concept drawings, I research the idea. In regard to “The Stand,” I had just flown back
from Vancouver and the Pacific Northwest. Totem poles were artifacts
fresh in my mind. The appropriation of Stephen King’s novel title is not
coincidental. It is a subtle suggestion that this worldview the totem poles
are discussing has apocalyptic significance. And, of course, the specifics of
the conversation remain allusive to the reader. For all we know the standing
totem has just embraced Rastafarianism, feudalism, or maybe even cannibalism. Once I established tight pencil drawings I inked the narrative with
a brush, a skill I learned from the late, great Joe Kubert (Fax from Sarajevo).
After a foundational layer of watercolor, I finished areas of the page with
gouache. Only word balloons and text are added digitally.
How would you describe your aesthetic?
The guiding principles of my work are as divergent as my training. I
hold a MFA in Fine Art from Vermont College in Norwich University, and
yet in my early years I studied character animation with Disney Artist Milt
Neil. Despite high and low brow being a rather redundant conversation,
curators still don’t know what to do with a contemporary painter that earns
part of his income drawing caricatures at carnivals. In addition, I teach
fulltime secondary and part-time college classes in a full range of art
courses. The result is that my schizophrenic aesthetic suggests a multi-personality disorder. My sense of fulfillment is restless between landing a freelance illustration contract or scheduling an art exhibit. But, as with all lifelong artists, we make art because it's in the core of our nature.
Where can our readers find more of your work?
My website (www.swartzentruber.com) will send you off to the different
projects and exhibits I’m involved in.

How would you describe your aesthetic?
You might have heard of the expression; “Art is explosion” by avantgarde artist Taro Okamoto. I concur with Okamoto’s respect for exuberant
energetic art. I believe there is an aura of exclusivity to each and every artwork created, and my paintings drive towards being those objects of resonation.
The experiences behind the paintings may be subjective, but the manifestation of universal humanistic visuals are intended to be fathomed by all.
They may also be viewed as simple splashes of bright colors or random
doodles (I hope not!), but I do have the intention of vibrantly illustrating
my thoughts. My aesthetic may be described as dark, impassioned, and vibrant.
Did you have a difficult time deciding on whether to add a title to
your work?
Adding the title is the easiest step. All paintings are based on reality, so
they seem to always effortlessly name itself. However, I am a big fan of
poetry. As an amateur poet, I tend to write “word salads” alongside my
sketches, and they often end up contributing to parts of the title.
When did you create "B.D.P.C."?
It was painted from August to December of 2016.
What was the hardest part of crafting the piece?
Painting is an emotional outlet. The hardest part of crafting any piece is
the initial commitment to begin the creative process. As someone who uses
art for self-medication, it is vital that the paintings acquire authenticity. The
purpose of illustrating milestones in my life is so I can put aside my biases
and view situations objectively.
Is art the medium that you're most invested in?

I would say art and writing are the mediums in which I am able to express my inner thoughts best. I would like to utilize painting and poetry as
outlets to respond to current events in the future.
Painting started out as a visual diary, and there are so many ambiguous
components to what makes a good artist. Personally, I want to be an artist
with a background that has the skills and context, that contributes to what
I believe would make my work worth existing.
What is your creative process?
As a way to express myself in a safe environment, I began having conversations with sketch pads. It led me to start documenting my journey as
an artist and woman, as if archiving milestones through a visual diary. My
work comes from a humble and personal side of me where I primarily confront issues and/or emotions that I believe are worth visualizing.
Who are some of your favorite artists? Do you have any recommendations for others who enjoyed your work?
Some of my favourite artists include Peter Paul Rubens, Helen Frankenthaler, Frida Kahlo, Joan Mitchell, Jean-Michel Basquiat, Edvard Munch,
Marc Chagall, Alberto Giacometti, Antoni Gaudi, and Ilya Repin.
Where can our readers find more of your work? Have you been published before?
I have a website (www.mizukinishiyama.com) and an Instagram
(@nishiyama.mizuki). I also just recently had an interview with Neocha
about passion and fragility that you can Google.

